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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the U.S. Supreme Court, in White v. Pauly, 137 S.Ct. 548 (Jan. 9, 

2017) (per curiam), unanimously reiterated the key tenets of a proper qualified 

immunity analysis under the Fourth Amendment.  The Court reaffirmed “that 

‘clearly established law’ should not be defined at ‘a high level of generality’” and 

instead “must be ‘particularized’ to the facts of the case.”  Id. at 552.  The White 

Court found that while the law does not require the existence of a case directly on 

point for applicable law to be clearly established, “‘existing precedent must have 

placed the statutory or constitutional question beyond debate.’”  Id. at 551 (internal 

citations omitted).  The Supreme Court held that qualified immunity applied to 

protect Officer White (“White”) as the lower courts had failed to identify “a case 

where an officer acting under similar circumstances as Officer White was held to 

have violated the Fourth Amendment.”  Id. at 552.  The “unique set of facts and 

circumstances” in the White case was a strong indication that the involved officer 

did not violate a clearly established right.  Id.   

This Court is now asked to apply the same standard to the unique set of facts 

and circumstances in the present case.  No existing case law has been identified by 

the Plaintiffs or the District Court that would have placed the question at issue here 

– whether Deputy Gelhaus violated clearly established Fourth Amendment law 

when he fatally shot Andy Lopez - beyond debate.  No case law exists that has 
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found a Fourth Amendment violation in a situation where an officer confronts a 

person walking down the sidewalk with what appears to be an assault rifle in his 

hand, and where the person does not follow the command(s) to “drop the gun” but 

instead turns and starts to raise the gun up and towards the officer.  No case law 

exists that requires an officer to delay the use of deadly force until the barrel of a 

rifle, which is “beginning to rise,” has risen to a “slightly higher level.”  (ER 11).  

Thus, no case law exists that would have put Gelhaus on notice that his conduct 

would violate the Fourth Amendment under these facts and circumstances. 

The White decision, which focuses on the court’s duty to analyze the 

particularized facts of the alleged Fourth Amendment violation, strongly supports 

Gelhaus’ contention on appeal that he is entitled to qualified immunity because he 

did not violate clearly established law on the unique set of facts and circumstances 

that he faced in relation to this case.  See White, 137 S.Ct. at 552. 

II.  SUPPLEMENTAL ARGUMENTS 

A. The White Case 

1. Factual Background 

In White, two women called 911 following a road rage incident involving a 

possibly drunk driver, Daniel Pauly.  Officer Truesdale responded to meet the 

women at an off-ramp.  The women provided Pauly’s license plate which was 

identified as being registered to his an address.  Id. at 549.  After the women left, 

Truesdale was joined at the off-ramp by Officers White and Mariscal.  The officers 
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agreed there was insufficient probable cause for arrest, but decided to go speak 

with Pauly to get his story, make sure nothing else happened and see if he was 

intoxicated.  Truesdale and Mariscal then drove to Pauly’s home while White 

stayed at the off-ramp.  Id.  

 At the subject property, the officers found Pauly’s truck and spotted two 

men moving around inside a house.  The officers radioed White to join them.  

Officers Mariscal and Truesdale approached the house prior to White’s arrival, and 

did so in a manner that may not have adequately identified themselves.  Id.   

When White arrived at the property, he parked his car and walked up to the 

house and heard shouting at the house.  Id. at 550.  As White was approaching the 

house, he heard one of the residents say “We have guns” and so drew his gun and 

took cover behind a stone wall while Mariscal took cover behind a truck.  A few 

seconds later, Pauly stepped part way out of the back door and fired two shotgun 

blasts.  A few seconds later, Pauly’s brother opened the front window and pointed 

a handgun in White’s direction.  Mariscal fired immediately at the man, but 

missed.  Four to five seconds later, White shot and killed Pauly’s brother.  Id.  

2. Procedural Background and Ruling 

 Pauly and the Estate filed suit against White and the other officers, which 

included a claim that the officers violated the decedent’s Fourth Amendment right 

to be free from excessive force.  Id. at 550.  All three officers moved for summary 
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judgment on qualified immunity grounds.  The District Court denied qualified 

immunity as to all and a divided panel of the Tenth Circuit affirmed.  Id.   

 As to the other two officers, the Tenth Circuit held that “[a]ccepting as true 

plaintiffs’ version of the facts, a reasonable person in the officers’ position should 

have understood their conduct would cause Samuel and Daniel Pauly to defend 

their home and could result in the commission of deadly force against Samuel 

Pauly by Officer White.”  Id.  The majority analyzed White’s claim separately 

from the other officers because of his late arrival to the scene, but found that 

despite the late arrival and fact that he only heard “We have guns” before taking 

cover, a reasonable jury could conclude White’s use of force was not reasonable 

and a warning was required, as he could not have been shot unless he moved from 

his position of cover.  Id. at 550-51.  

The Supreme Court vacated the judgment and found that White did not 

violate clearly established law.  Id. at 551.  The Court reiterated that while the 

Supreme Court's case law “‘do[es] not require a case directly on point’” for a right 

to be clearly established, “‘existing precedent must have placed the statutory or 

constitutional question beyond debate.’” Id.  The Supreme Court highlighted that 

in the last five years, it has issued several opinions reversing federal courts in 

qualified immunity cases, citing Sheehan.  Id. at 551; City and County of San 

Francisco v. Sheehan, 135 S.Ct. 1765, 1774, n. 2 (2015) (collecting cases).  The 
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Supreme Court found this necessary because qualified immunity is important to 

“‘society as a whole,’” and because it is “‘effectively lost if a case is erroneously 

permitted to go to trial.’”  Id. at 551-552, citing Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 

223, 231 (2009).  The Supreme Court also found it necessary to reiterate that 

“clearly established law” should not be defined “at a high level of generality.”  Id. 

at 552, citing Ashcroft v. al-Kidd, 563 U.S. 731, 742 (2011). “As this Court 

explained decades ago, the clearly established law must be ‘particularized’ to the 

facts of the case.”  Id., citing Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U. S. 635, 640 (1987).   

The Supreme Court found that the Tenth Circuit misunderstood the “clearly 

established” analysis as the panel “failed to identify a case where an officer acting 

under similar circumstances as Officer White was held to have violated the Fourth 

Amendment.  Instead, the majority relied on Graham, Garner, and their Court of 

Appeals progeny, which — as noted above — lay out excessive-force principles at 

only a general level.”  Id. at 552.  (emphasis added).  While “‘general statements of 

the law are not inherently incapable of giving fair and clear warning’” to officers, 

the unlawfulness must be apparent.”  Id., citing Anderson, 483 U. S. at 640.  

“Garner and Graham do not by themselves create clearly established law outside 

‘an obvious case.’”  Id. at 552, citing Brosseau v. Haugen, 543 U.S. 194, 199 

(2004) (per curiam), and Plumhoff v. Rickard, 134 S.Ct. 2012, 2023 (2014).  
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The Supreme Court found that this was not a case where an obvious 

violation of clearly established law under Garner and Graham occurred.  Id.  

Rather,   “‘this case presents a unique set of facts and circumstances’” in light of 

White’s late arrival on the scene, which should have been an “important indication 

to the majority that White’s conduct did not violate a ‘clearly established’ right.”  

Id. (internal citations omitted).  “Clearly established federal law does not prohibit a 

reasonable officer who arrives late to an ongoing police action in circumstances 

like this from assuming that proper procedures, such as officer identification, have 

already been followed.  No settled Fourth Amendment principle requires that 

officer to second-guess the earlier steps already taken by his or her fellow officers 

in instances like the one White confronted here.”  Id. at 552.  Ultimately, the 

Supreme Court found that Officer White did not violate clearly established law.  

Id. at 552. 

B. The White Decision Strengthens Gelhaus’ Qualified Immunity 

Arguments 

1. Plaintiffs Failed To Identify A Case Where An Officer In 

Deputy Gelhaus’ Position Violated Clearly Established Fourth 

Amendment Law 

Like in White, Plaintiffs here have failed to identify a case where an officer, 

acting under similar facts and circumstances as Gelhaus, was held to have violated 

the Fourth Amendment.  Nowhere in the record do Plaintiffs, or the District Court, 

cite to a case to demonstrate a Fourth Amendment violation in a situation where 
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officers used deadly force after confronting an individual carrying an apparent 

assault weapon and where the individual, when told to drop that weapon, turned 

and moved so that “the rifle barrel was beginning to rise” towards the officers.  

(ER 11).  It was Plaintiffs’ burden to demonstrate that the right allegedly violated 

was clearly established at the time of the incident.  Robinson v. York, 566 F.3d 817, 

826 (9th Cir. 2009).  Plaintiffs have failed to meet that necessary burden.   

Moreover, the District Court did not cite any existing case law to support its 

untenable position that peace officers are forced to delay the use of deadly force 

until a rifle barrel, which is already “beginning to rise,” reaches an unidentified 

“slightly-higher” angle that constitutes a sufficient threat.  (ER 11).  No peace 

officer could safely satisfy this unprecedented standard without facing the risk of 

serious injury or death.  Accepting such unsupported hindsight reasoning would 

not only impose a new requirement that is unworkable, but improperly displace the 

Fourth Amendment objective reasonableness analysis from the viewpoint of the 

officer on scene with the subjective perspective of a judge after the fact.   

Absent clearly established law that Gelhaus’ conduct, under the unique set 

of facts and circumstances to which he faced in this case, violate the Decedent’s 

Fourth Amendment rights, qualified immunity should be granted.  Accordingly, the 

District Court’s order denying Gelhaus qualified immunity should be reversed. 
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2. Gelhaus Is Entitled to Qualified Immunity Based on the Unique 

Set of Facts and Circumstances in This Case 

As stated in White, when a case “presents a unique set of facts and 

circumstances,” it is an important indication that it does not fall under a “clearly 

established” constitutional right.  White, 137 S.Ct. at 552.  Neither Plaintiffs, nor 

the District Court, have provided any authority that would give “fair warning” to 

Gelhaus that his use of deadly force in response to Decedent’s turning movement 

while raising up the barrel of the apparent assault weapon towards the officers was 

unlawful or unreasonable.  It cannot be said that the use of deadly force here was 

unconstitutional, “beyond debate.”  Id. at 551.   In fact, the debatable nature of 

these issues should be a strong indication that qualified immunity should apply. 

In addition, due to the unique nature of the facts and circumstances at issue, 

this is clearly not an “obvious case” to which the general Garner and Graham 

cases can be readily applied to deny qualified immunity, as the District Court 

seemed to do in this matter.  Rather, the novel and rapidly unfolding circumstances 

facing Gelhaus in this dynamic encounter, coupled with the extreme threat of death 

or serious bodily injury in trying to make contact with an individual holding an 

assault weapon by the pistol grip, mandates qualified immunity for Gelhaus.  The 

White Court reaffirms that Gelhaus is entitled to immunity for his split second 

decision in this unique situation to which he was thrust.   
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